
Speaking to Android

● Speech Recognition
● Enable the recognition and translation of spoken language 

into text by computers

● Automatic speech recognition (ASR) / speech to text (STT)

● Voice Actions
● Let users quickly complete tasks in app using voice 

commands



History of Speech Recognition 
● In 1952, a system called ‘Audrey’ was developed by AT&T Bell Lab, 

which is an automatic digit recognizer for single-speaker digit 
recognition (around 10 words)

● In the 1960s, artificial neural networks were introduced into speech 
recognition. Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) and Dynamic Time Warp 
were two major breakthroughs

● In 1990s, the most significant breakthrough in speech recognition 
technology is the application of the hidden Markov model. Xuedong 
Huang developed the Sphinx-II system at CMU. The Sphinx-II system 
was the first to do speaker-independent, large vocabulary, continuous 
speech recognition and it had the best performance in DARPA's 1992 

evaluation.
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Specific Problem

● Convenience: Free hands and make it faster, e.g. people 
who deal with multitask (they can search using speech 
while typing another document)

● To help people who cannot listen to the voice in some 

situation (like meeting)

● To help people who may not use mobile phone normally 
(finger/hands disability)

● Let products such as smart appliances can complete 
specific instructions by interacting with people



Use Case (Example)
● AI app (Artificial Intelligence)

● when a user launches a music app by saying “play some music”, the app 
may want to ask the user “what genre?”

● IoT (Internet of Things)
● when a home automation app hears the user say “OK Google, turn on 

the lights”, it might want to ask “which room?” The Voice Interaction 
API lets apps ask follow-up questions like these.

● Robot (e.g. Echo Dot)
● when a user try to communicate with a robot, the robot can know what 

the user wants to represent and complete the requirements



Real world examples of where it is 
being used



Code snippet(Speech to Text)



Code snippet(Speech to Text)



Overview of how it works?
1.Define an intent filter

Alarm Actions

Communication Actions

Fitness Actions

Media actions

……...



Overview of how it works?

2.Handle the intent in your app

When your app receives the intent, it should perform the action.



Overview of how it works?

3.Update your app completion status


